CrowdStrike

Improve Threat Visibility and Speed Up SecOps

CrowdStrike secures the most critical areas of enterprise risk – endpoints and cloud workloads, identity, and data – to keep organizations ahead of today’s adversaries and stop breaches. As your organization relies on SaaS applications that host sensitive data, there are now an unlimited number of access points from internal employees to customers, partners, contractors, and third party apps. CrowdStrike admins and Security teams alike need to understand who is logging into what, and why, to manage incident detection and response.

AppOmni minimizes CrowdStrike security risks by providing Security, Compliance, and IT teams with the proper tooling to effectively manage security across all CrowdStrike environments.

Organizations can enjoy the benefits of SaaS and better serve customers while knowing their SaaS environments and data are secure.
Solution Benefits

Identify Incorrect Permissions and Configurations
AppOmni delivers unparalleled visibility in minutes. Review more than 225 Salesforce configuration settings and more than 350 system permissions in one place to ensure accurate configuration and make changes with confidence.

Leverage Out-of-the-Box Security Best Practices
The powerful AppOmni modeling engine allows you to write permissions and access rules without having to understand or review each Profile or Permission Set. AppOmni helps make sure your Salesforce configurations never deviate from your business intent.

Get a Comprehensive View of Your Salesforce Environment
AppOmni delivers expert-built default policies and metrics. You can compare how data access has changed over time for specific users or roles, and prove compliance with regulatory standards, including SOX, SOC 2, ISO 27001, and NIST.

To learn more, email us at info@appomni.com or visit appomni.com.